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The Lost Son of
Rainbow Water

here was once a place that, at
first glance, seemed a lot like
Earth. There were jungles,
deserts, and forests, but all of the
trees were strangely whimsical,
almost as if someone had stretched
them out and reshaped them. It was
almost always cold enough to see
your breath but the air smelled like
grass. The dark skies were filled
with orange and purple clouds that
would rush in with unexpected
tornados and storms at a moment’s
notice or part quickly to let through
bursts of intense sunlight.
The plants in this place all
came falling from the sky and once

a month they birthed unicorns
whose emotions could change the
colors of the clouds. In the dark
the plants appeared to be black but
in the sunlight they were rainbow
colored and lit up. All the plants
had eyes, ears, and brains, but only
some of them could see. In Poison
Palace Forest, (a forest where the
plants grew to resemble a palace)
the plants were unpredictably
poisonous.
The Poison Palace Forest was
home to majestic monsters that
were as big as five 5th-graders.
They didn’t have any legs but they
didn’t need them because they had

wings and were always flying.
Their wings and hammer-shaped
heads were covered in fur but the
rest of their bodies were hairless.
They had pelican mouths that could
scoop up humans who didn’t heed
their terrifying calls of “oofity
oofity!”
The places that seemed like
they should be filled with water
flowed with a rainbow liquid that
smelled like lemonade. There was
fruit that floated in the water and
on nights when the moon was out
they opened up to release glowing
purple hearts. If one decided to
eat the fruit they would either be
rewarded with a prize, or given a
task to complete. If given a task,
vines would grow from your body to
help you fly and complete your task.
There were a lot of ways to get
around, including magic shoes,

giant rainbow horses, shapeshifting
animals, and python-unicorns.
This world was home to a
man named Jasonah, or Jason
for short. He had dark hair, was
average height, and wore a gold
mask with his name on it. He had
a house in the clouds as well as an
underground lair. A fruit he ate
had given him super heat-vision,
ice breath, and the ability to write
a book in one second. Jasonah grew
up with a mean father and was
determined to be good to his own
child. However, his child was taken
and now he had begun a quest to
save all the children from danger.
Jasonah knew an alien named
Thingy who he thought was his
friend. Thingy was a shapeshifter
and had a split face that showed the
good and evil in him, it was blue
when he was being good and red

when we was being evil. He lived
in a den under a lake and in this
space he plotted against everyone,
including Jasonah. Thingy had
been abandoned by his mother and
all the sadness and anger inside
him drove him to make others feel
sad and mad, too. He was the one
who took Jasonah’s child, but he
never told him because he wanted
to stay close by to keep an eye on
Jasonah’s quest for good. Thingy
had a shapeshifting pet that was a
unicorn but turned to a dragon for
evil purposes.
Tiknolyndo was truly Jasonah’s
ally. They were a curly green-haired
boy at night and a curly red-haired
girl during the day. They had allwhite eyes, a really big mouth, and
elf ears. They were camoflauged
and had tricking abilities to help
them hide in their home in the

rainbow water. They liked to help
Jasonah by providing helpful fruit
and hinder their enemies by giving
them fruits that would slow them
down.
Jess Rosie Poison was known to
help her cousin Thingy out with his
evil plans. Jess wore a black and red
mask and never let anyone see her
face except for her red eyes. She had
green skin and short black hair and
lived on a black sand beach with a
black unicorn that she could ride
around. She was immortal, could
shapeshift from small to giant as
needed, and enjoyed killing any
plants that weren’t poisonous.
One day Jess and Thingy were
hanging out and spotted Jasonah
and Tiknolydo and decided it was
time to enact their most evil plan...

